
Our new Online World of Work
We can help you develop the skills and 
abilities needed to succeed 

We help Public Services tackle messy 
problems, co-delivering effective change
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Away from the traditional approach

When our clients describe some 
of their challenges, the really 
complex messy ones – we would 
say ‘get all those who feel the 
pain of this problem into a room, 
break it down and get cracking on 
solutions’

What do we do now we are 
physically separated? 

Can the online world give you the 
same opportunities?
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New opportunities
There is a way

We say yes it can and we do it effectively. 
And we believe you can as well  – with a 
little help, some practice and a big deep 
breath. 

The need for public services to continue to 
improve isn’t going to stop and we just need 
new, or different ways, to share, design, 
gather feedback and iterate our solutions.

We have a range of new training courses 
and events that will equip you and your 
teams to effectively design and deliver 
change from all locations. 

New training courses 

▪ Online Consulting and Facilitation 

▪ Dispersed Team Development

▪ Online Agile Master in Public Services training 
courses

Online Improvement Events:

▪ Online Impact Sprints

▪ Getting started with Running Remote Agile 
Teams
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Exciting news

Basis has partnered with the online 
facilitation experts ReesMcCann.

ReesMcCann are true pioneers with 
over ten years of experience in helping 
organisations across the globe to 
successfully collaborate in a online 
environment. 

As part of our new partnership, we’re excited to be 
able to deliver their training events under licence.

▪ Online Consulting and Facilitation

▪ Dispersed Team Development

We are also working collaboratively to develop 
Remote Skills For Consultants training in the 
coming weeks. 

These training events will prove to be invaluable in 
the times ahead. 

“ReesMcCann’s services
are going to change
everything you thought you
knew about remote
facilitation.”

Our new partnership

https://reesmccann.com/
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REMOTE TRAINING COURSES

Our courses:

▪ Online Consulting and 
facilitation

▪ Dispersed Team 
Development

▪ Online Agile Master in 
Public Services training 
courses

Online collaboration sits at the 
heart of designing and 
delivering change when people 
are dispersed. Our courses 
teach you how to achieve real 
collaboration.
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▪ Together, Basis and RessMcCann designed 
this programme so that consultants, 
trainers & facilitators can keep any 
existing projects moving and prepare for 
new online delivered opportunities

▪ Online consulting and facilitation skills 
should go beyond the ability to use Zoom 
breakouts or run a Webinar.  You can 
engage and enable true project 
collaboration.  Our programme 
accelerates these online skills.

Online Consulting and 
Facilitation

Our programme is delivered over three sessions: 

▪ Engage online effectively (1.5 hours)

▪ Ensure the critical foundations are in place for remote 
facilitation; the technology and the way you come 
across

▪ Deliver change online (2.5 hours)

▪ Test your new skills, replicate and resolve common 
mishaps, learn how to manage larger groups and 
develop ways to organise the work of a remote team

▪ Master online facilitation (4 hours)

▪ Learn, experience and practice how to design 
engaging and interactive workshops, meetings and 
events. Translating your common consultant activities 
and tools into online versions

“Basis has been able to translate their interactive, 
fast-paced workshops  and training to online . You have 
to experience it to believe it.".
Mehdi Du Puy – Head of Marketing Young Impact
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▪ Dispersed team feeling disconnected? We’ll help 

them to bond and to boost their collaboration skills 
from wherever they’re based. No travel needed!

▪ We help dispersed teams to work together to make 

a map of great collaboration in their own unique 
situation, and practice using that map to navigate 
towards higher performance – especially when the 
going gets tough!  

▪ Communication and collaboration can be tough 

when your people can rarely meet up in person. 
And the best leaders are recognising that they are 
vital to business performance.

Dispersed Team Development
We offer a six-module programme (90-min 
each) where groups learn how to work 
effectively together.

The group agree what this means to them, 
motivating and giving effective feedback to 
each other, handling conflict within the team, 
and beating technological constraints to have 
the conversations that lead to better results.

Benefits include;

▪ An increased feeling of “teaminess”, more trust and 
transparency, richer shared knowledge

▪ Sparky, vibrant discussions on key issues. Free-flowing 
frequent, actionable feedback. Differences emerge – 
but don’t become disputes 

▪ Improved delivery on key team metrics
Delivered under licence from 
ReesMccann
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▪ This is an immersive training programme which 

blends theory and practical exercises to develop a 
thorough working knowledge of Agile and how it 
can be used to deliver complex change projects 
within the public sector. 

▪ Using various facilitation techniques and online 

tools, we create an environment where groups can 
collaborate and learn together. As part of this 
training, you will gain valuable experience of how 
to deliver sessions such as these remotely - we are 
often asked how agile can be used with dispersed 
teams - you will get to experience it.

Online Agile Master in Public 
Services training course At this point, we'd usually set out what 

people learn, however, we run the training 
as an Agile project. You will prioritise the 
topics you wish to learn, and in which order 
they should be taught. 

Here is a bird’s eye view of the course:

▪ Background to agile

▪ Real examples from public services

▪ SCRUM methodology and roles

▪ Combining agile, lean and service design to deliver 
change

▪ Agile specialisms such as Agile Commissioning and 
Contracting

"The team are feeling extremely energised after the 
Agile Master in Public Services training, delivered by 
Basis.
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ONLINE IMPROVEMENT EVENTS

We can facilitate your:

▪ Online Impact Sprints

▪ Getting started with 

Running Remote 
Agile Teams

How can we tackle a messy 
problem, if we can’t get all 
those who feel the pain of this 
problem into a room to break 
it down and design solutions?

Our answer – Online 
Improvement Events 
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▪ Our Impact Sprints enable groups of people to 

come together remotely and spend a focused 
period of time to tackle a specific problem or 
challenge. 

▪ It is a perfect way to help organisations to stop 

firefighting and collaborate to start to solve 
problems more effectively.

▪ Even working remotely, they can still tackle any 

type of problem - just in a slightly different format. 

Online Impact Sprints

▪ These Online Impact Sprints draw on the 

skills and knowledge gained from running 
remote workshops and facilitating 
dispersed teams.

▪ The results are effective and all the Impact 

Sprints, irrespective of length, will follow 
the same pattern:

▪ Understand - define the problem, who is here to solve 
it with us, why it matters

▪ Create opportunities - identify potential solutions 

▪ Validate ideas - gather feedback and test ideas 

▪ Iterate design  - adapt your ideas based on feedback

▪ Deliver solution - refine and present final outcome  to 
stakeholders 
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▪ This is half training and half springing into action – 

learn enough theory to getting going and quickly 
develop an iterative learn-by-doing cycle.

▪ We find this is a highly effective way for your 

service or project team to immediately experience 
and understand how to deliver improvements.

▪ Even when physically separated, we can facilitate 

and support your team as they adopt agile. 

Getting started with running 
remote agile teams

We know the benefits agile can bring to 
the public services. We relish the 
opportunity to build understanding and 
help you realise how you can use agile 
methods and tools to improve their 
services.

Our online event will cover:

▪ Overview of agile for services 

▪ Agile Leadership and culture

▪ When to use (and not use) Agile

▪ Public Sector examples to demonstrate how you 
can use agile

▪ Adopting agile - starting or accelerating your 
project using agile

"Agile has helped us deliver fantastic quality projects at 
real pace. We have multiple simultaneous projects 
running at the same time, as well as a need to achieve 
our usual day to day business with energy and speed, and 
Agile helps us deliver both.”
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If this has sparked any interest or raised any questions, 
get in contact.

Feel free to contact one of the Basis team individually, 
or email online@basis.co.uk

Learn more

www.basis.co.uk/agile-working
@WeAreBasis

https://www.basis.co.uk/agile-working

